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ABSTRACT 

Impl icit Contracts with Costly Search: 
The Incentive Constraint in Severance Payments 

This paper considers impl icit contracts in an environment where a 

worker/s alternative opportunities are observed by the worker but not by the 

firm. Workers are homogeneous in the contracted firm, but command different 

alternative wages outside the firm. The on-the-job search is costly for the 

worKers. 

First, it is shown that if the alternative wage is deterministic, then 

the first-best can be obtained by contracts in which a worKer/s net income is 

equal ized across the states of nature. Second, if the alternative wage is 

stochastic, incomes of quitting worKers are not equal ized because severance 

payments cannot be contingent on the search outcomes which are not verifiable 

by the firm. The second-best contract has the property that expected util ity 

is equal ized across the state of nature. It is shown that returning subsidies 

must be larger than the severance payments. Third, even the second best 

contract may not be implementable, if the firm cannot verify whether the 

worKers actually conducted the search activities when they return from the 

search. WorKers would have incentives to return to the original firm falsely 

claiming that search has been done if the returning wage in a second-best 

contract is "too high", which is I iKely to occur if the worKers' degree of 

risK aversion is increasing. 



Impl icit Contracts with Costly Search: 
The Incentive Constraint in Severance Payments 

Takatoshi Ito 

1. Introduction 

A large number of papers have been written on impl icit contract th.ory, 

which was initiated by Azariadis (1975), Baily (1974), and Gordon (1974). 

Surveys of the 1 iterature include Azariadis and Stigl itz (1983), Hart (1983), 

and Ito (1982). The objective of this paper is to focus on a topic which has 

be.n relatively ignored in the 1 iterature, namely workers' search behavior 

outside the firm where the original contract is written. 1 There have been 

many works with asymmetric information in the sense that workers cannot 

observe the productivity of the firm in which they are employed. (See, for 

example, Azariadis (1983), Green and Kahn (1983), Grossman and Hart (1983), 

Grossman, Hart, and Haskin (1983), and Hall and Lil ien (1979).) A viable 

contract in that framework has to be incentive compatible in that the contract 

as a combination of the level of employment and the wage induces the firm to 

reveal the true state of nature despite its superior information. The present 

paper considers a case in which workers, not the firm, have the superior 

information set. Asymmetric information in this paper 1 ies in the alternative 

opportunities for a worker outside the contracted firm. That is, information 

on worker's alternative opportunities outside the current job is verifiable by 

the worker but not by the employer. 

Information about alternative opportunities is important in writing an 

optimal contract between the risk-neutral firm and risk-averse workers. When 

the firm's marginal productivity shifts down, workers with an alternative wage 

higher than the current marginal products in the contracted firm should be 

released with severance payments. The higher the alternative wage, the lower 

the severance payments, because the optimal risk sharing calls for a fixed net 



i1come (the wage, or the alternative wage plus severance payments minus search 

costs) for risk averse agents. If search for alternative opportunities is 

costless and if alternative opportunities are deterministic, then ~t can show 

that a first-best optimal contract with fixed income is impltmentable by 

arranging the wage-severance payment schedule properly and letting worktrs 

decide to quit or to stay. By inducing voluntary quits with the right &mount 

of severance payments, labor resources are allocated efficiently. Note that a 

fixed income contract is not implementable if the contract is written in such 

a way that severance is initiated only by the firm, because the firm would not 

know who conrnands be t ter a 1 terna t i I,.'e wages than others. 

Suppose now that the exact result of search is stochastic and search is 

costly. Some worKers are still induced to search because the expected utilit>, 

of searching is higher than the util ity of staying without search. WorKers 

who do not find good opportunities outside the contracted firm are permitted 

to come bacK to the original firm. (Therefore, the present paper deals with 

the on-the-Job search.> Those who come bacK should receive the same wage. 

However, it is impossible to maKe a contract guaranteeing the fixed wage for a 

worKer. Since severance payments cannot be dependent on unverifiable 

alternative wages, quitting worKers receive different net incomes. The 

optimal contract in this case is shown to equal ize the expected marginal 

utility instead of the net income across the states of nature. This is a 
-

second-best outcome due to as>~metric information. In other words, the firm 

can insure those who return to the firm after finding out that their alterna-

tive wages are relatively low. It will be shown that the second-best contract 

compensates those who return more than those who quit after the search. 

If the firm cannot verify whether the search activity actually tooK place 

as well as how much was the alternative wage offer, then there may be an 

additional incentive problem in implementing even the second-best contract. 
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The returning wage in the second-best contract may be high enough to induce 

workers to pretend having done the search and to collect the returning wage 

without incurring the search costs. It will be shown that this kind of 

"phantom search· becomes a crucial problem, if workers J util ity has the 

property of increasing absolute risk aversion. In order to prevent a false 

claim of unsuccessful search, the returning wage in the incentive compatible 

contract cannot be too high. Thus, workers who conduct costly search and fail 

to find better opportunities cannot be insured in the second-best sense 

because of unobservabil ity of the search intensity. In other words, 

asymmetric information about the real ization of the alternative wage and about 

search effort destroys the first best and even the second best solutions. 

Throughout this paper, a correspondence between the contract solution and 

an Arrow-Debreu competitive market solution is emphasized and illustrated. 

Resource allocation by optimal contracts with asymmetric information should be 

understood as an absence of some contingent commodity markets because of 

informational difficulties. 

There are three reasons why we should synthesize contract theory and 

search behavior into one model. (An earl ier attempt was made by Burdett and 

Mortensen (1980).) First, a majority of workers who change jobs do so without 

experiencing unemployment. Hence a model with voluntary severance should be 

seriously considered. Second, the distinction between job losers (involuntary 

separation) and job leavers (voluntary separation) cannot be emphasized too 

much. If voluntary job leavers and workers dismissed for discipl inary reasons 

are denied the severance payments to which job losers are entitled, then firms 

would try to force workers out by making working conditions uncomfortable or 

by finding small mistakes for discipl inary actions. Expecting such behavior, 

worKers would not sign contracts which differentiate between job leavers and 
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job losers. Third, alternative opportunities and the intensity of search 

efforts are known only to workers and not to the firm. An obvious moral 

hazard problem exists in arranging an optimal contract with search behavior. 

The crux of the matter is that the asymmetric information about search effort 

will hamper the efficient allocation of workers. This can be understood by an 

observation that, on the one hand, when the firm is in the bad state of 

nature, search by a worker with the possibil ity of higher alternative wages 

should be encouraged to achieve the efficient allocation by insuring the wage 

against unsuccessful search. The insured wage for unsuccessful search, on the 

other hand, might produce an incentive for a worker to come back to the firm 

falsely claiming to have made an unsuccessful search in order to collect the 

high returning wage intended to compensatl costly search. It is our 

here to show that this is exactly what would happen under 

purpose 

plausible 

assumptions. In other words, the incentive constraint about search will be 

binding in some cases. 

The next section describes the model. Section three is devoted to the 

benchmark case with a deterministic alternative wage. Contracts can be 

contingent upon the state of nature of this firm and on the quit-stay 

decision. 

workers. 

The contract achieves the first best through self-selection of 

The fourth section describes optimal contracts when the alternative 

wag. is stochastic but the search behavior can be monitored. Search is 

conducted whenever the expected net alternative wage (after the search cost) 

is higher than the marginal products of the contracted firm. Thus, the 

efficient allocation of resources is attained. The fifth section will show 

that if search effort is not observable, then the ex ante first best contract 

obtained in the fourth section will break down because the worKers will have 

an incentive to lie about their search behavior. The allocation with the 

incentive constraint is not efficient in the sense that there is too little 
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search and net income is not equal ized across the states of nature due to the 

asymmetric information. 

2. The Model 

Suppose a risk-neutral firm with a stochastic linear production function 

and many risk-averse workers whose marginal productivities are equal in this 

firm for a given state of nature. Despite the homogeneous productivity with 

this firm, workers~ alternative wages are different. Some have appl icable 

(conformable) skills which can be employed in other industries, while some 

have very firm-specific skills. The firm's production function is represented 

simply by a linear production function with stochastic coefficient: m(s)L, 

s=G, B, where m(G) 2 > m(B). The probabil ity of the good state of nature, 

prob(s=G) is denoted by p. Thus, prob(s=B) = i-p. The firm is will ing to 

hire an infinitely large number of workers if the spot market wage is less 

than m(s), and to shut down if the spot market wage is higher than m(s). 

Each worker inelastically suppl ies one unit of labor. There are finitely 

many types among the workers. There are i. workers for the j-th type, j = 
J 

1 , ••• ,n • The j-th type worker has an alternative wage opportunity a. + 
J 

where a j is deterministic and known ex ante to the worker and E
j

, a random 

variable with zero mean, is known only if search occurs. Ne i ther a. nor E. is 
J J 

observed by the firm. Whether a worker stays, q=O, or quits, q=l, is publ icly 

-
observed. Workers have identical monotone increasing, strictly concave, 

differentiable util ity functions u(y), where y is net income at the end of 

the period: u' > 0, u" < o . Let us arrange workers in ascending order with 

respect to a.: a1 < < a. < ak < ... < a n' where j < k. 
J J 

The present model is a one-period static model wi th the following 

evolution of information revelation and agents' decisions. A contract, 

consisting of the state contingent wage which is paid if the worker stays and 
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the state-contingent severance payment, which is paid when the worker leaves, 

is made before the state of nature for this firm is revealed. The state 

revelation is followed by the search decisions of workers. If the worker 

dec 1 i nes to search, then the wage, w. (s) , 
J 

is paid. If the worker opts to 

search for the alternative wage, the cost z ~ 0, which is independent of s 

and j, is incurred. The worker then finds out the real ization of f. and 
J 

becomes el igible for a .+f. outside the present firm. (It is assumed that 
J J 

even in the case f. E 0, the worker still has to pay 
J 

z to obtain the 

alternative wage a .• ) The worker still has the option of going back to 
J 

the 

original job if the f. is relatively low. 
J 

The alternative wage, a. + f. can 
J J 

be thought of as an offer as a result of an on-the-job search. Workers can 

have interviews with other firms at non-working hours without decreasing their 

productivity in the contracted firm. This assumption can be justified by 

making a reference to the fact that most of job changes are bel ieved to take 

place without experiencing unemployment. The contract is written before 

and f. are revealed, and is strictly enforced.3 
J 

s 

Let us assume conditions for interior solutions for the deterministic 

case (f=O), in that some workers stay in this firm, m(B) ~ ~ - z; and some do 

leave, m(G) < a - z. Let us also assume that the firm is under competition in 
n 

the same industry so that the expected profit is always driven to zero. This 

assumption is needed to decide who gets the gains from risk sharing, and 

corresponds to the usual assumption that the competitive insurance firm offers 

a fair insurance pol icy. 

3. First Best Contracts in the Case of Deterministic Alternative Wages 

In this section, we consider the case that alternative opportunities are 

deterministic: 1=0. The discussion in this section serves as a benchmark for 

the later sections. If the worker leaves the firm and moves to another firm, 
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It is assumed that a. is independent of the state of 
J 

it costs the worker z. 

nature of this firm, s. A fluctuation in income is expected in the absence of 

contracts for those workers whose a. is lower than m(G) but higher than 
J 

m(B). Contracts cannot be contingent on a., since a. is unobservable by the 
J J 

firm. One might suspect that a lack of information about a. 
J 

side might pause a problem in achieving a first-best optimum. However, it 

will be shown that workers will reveal the values of a. by self-selecting 
J 

themselves by, choosing the purchase units of fair insurance. A key to this 

result is to recognize that quitting is an observable fact and that insurance 

or contracts can be contingent on whether workers quit or stay. 

First, the spot market solution without contracts is considered. Second, 

fair insurance pol icies contingent on observable events are offered and 

workers can choose the amount to purchase. Combining the spot market solution 

and fair insurance, we claim that the Arrow-Debreu allocation is first best 

Pareto efficient since the contingent claims span the entire contingent 

commodity space. Third, the impl icit contract solution is shown to achieve the 

first best allocation. In fact, interpreting implicit contracts as the sum of 

the spot market solution and (actuarially) fair insurance is not 4 new. 

However, it is interesting to observe that self-selection makes it possible to 

implement a first best fair insurance or contract even under the asymetric 

information framework. Workers with higher alternative wages who quit in the 

bad state of nature will receive net income higher than those who stay in not 

only the bad state but also in the good state of nature. The best contracts 

will be shown to satisfy the first best optimum. 

First, the spot market solution without any contracts can be calculated 

as the result of a worker's decision: suppose the j-th type worker is hired 

at the firm. The worker choose the higher of the wage at this firm and the 
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alternative wage net of the search costs. The wage at the firm is equal to 

the marginal productivity by the assumption of zero profit. The net income of 

this worKer is: 

y.(s) = max [m(s), a.-z] • 
J J 

Second, let us suppose that the firm, being risK-neutral, offers "fair Q 

insurance. Namely, the firm is will ing to pay c. if the state of nature is 
J 

bad, s = B, if the worKer pays as a "premium" to the firm «l-p)/p}c. if the 
J 

state of nature is good s = G. Since the expected value of this insurance is 

qero, the firm is indifferent to how many units of are sold. The 

purchase units of c. 
J 

is determined by the j-th worKer's expected util ity 

max imi zat ion. Note that the worKer's decision to stay or to quit is solely 

dependent on whether a. 
J 

is larger than m(s). The stay-quit decision is not 

affected by how many units of this insurance is purchased, because the 

insurance pol icy only stabil izes the incomes of the worKer in different states 

of nature without playing any roles in achieving the productive efficiency. 

Propos it i on 3.1 

Even though the alternative wage offers are not directly observable by the 

firm, the units of fair insurance chosen by the worker reveal alternative 

wages of worKers who quit in the bad state of nature. With the insurance 

poljcy, the worker's net income is equal ized across the states of nature. The 

worker's net income is an increasing function of a .• 
J • 

Proof: 

Since those workers with (a. - z) higher than m(G) would not be hired by this 
J 

firm in either state of nature, we concentrate in workers whose (a. - z) 
J 

lower than m(G). The worKer's optimization problem is, 
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Max 
c. 

J 

pu[m(G) - «l-p)/p)c.l + (l-p)u[max(m(B), a.)-z+c.l 
J J J 

The first order condition is the equal ity of the marginal util ities: 

Therefore, the net income in both states of nature is equal ized by the optimal 

* decision and denoted by y.: 
J 

m(G)-«l-p)/p)c. = max(m(B),a.)-z+c .• 
J J J 

The optimal insurance coverage for a worker with a. is calculated from the 

above equation as, 

* c. = pm(G) - p(max(m(B), a.) - z}, and 
J J 

* Yj = pm(G) + (l-p)(max(m(B), aj ) - z}. 

J 

The worker purchases the insurance pol icy to the extent that the net income is 

equal ized in the two states of nature. Observe that the optimal amount of 

insurance reveals the information of the alternative opportunities, because 

* c. 
J 

is a non-decreasing function of a. 
J 

and strictly increasing when 

a. ) m(B), i.e., the worker is quitting in the bad state of nature. 
J 

It is 

easy to comfirm that the worker does not have an incentive to misrepresent his 

alternative opportunities. Q.E.D. • 
What is shown above is the resource (labor) allocations and the income 

distribution in the Arrow-Debreu complete markets economy. Next let us 
-

investigate whether the impl icit contract can mimic the allocation. The 

standard procedure is followed to calculate the optimal contract. 

The expected profit is maximized subject to the condition that the j-th 

worker's expected util ity is at least as high as a some guaranteed level. The 

firm maximizes the following Lagrangean with respect to R. (s), w. (s), s=G, B 
J J 

and c .(s, q=1), 
J 

leave. Note that 

knowing that those who are offered a. ) w.(s) - c .(s) will 
J J J 
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H = pm(G)LG+(l-p)m(B)L
B

-pE w. (G)1. (G)-(l-p)[E \AI. (B)1 .(B) - E c .(B)1. (B)] 
J J J J J J J -J J J 

G B G B 

+ E ~. [pu(w. (G» + (l-p)u(w. (B» - U.] 
J J J J J 

B 

+ E ~. [pu(w. (G» + (l-p)u(c. (G)+a. -z) - U.] 
J -J J J J J J 

G B 

where L = E1. (s), where J ={jI a. -z ~ w. (s)}, 
s JJ s J J 

s 

and U. is the ex ante guaranteed level of expected util ity available from 
J 

another firm. The determination of U
j 

is regarded as determination of the 

division of gains from risK sharing. An assumption that ex ante competition 

among firms forces the expected profit to be zero maKes it possible to 

determine uniquely the value of U .• 
J 

(HOW U. i s de te rm i ned i n 
J 

the imp 1 i cit 

contract model a 1a Azariadis (1975) is illustrated in Ito (1982).) 

From the first order conditions, we can derive the optimal solutions 

satisfying the following properties. 

w.(G) = w.(B) = c. + a. - z, 
J J J J 

for all j. 

The optimal contract is found to equal ize net income across the states of 

nature, the famil iar result. Using an assumption that the expected profit is 

equa 1 to zero, the level of the equal ized income is shown to equal 

calculated in the Arrow-Debreu economy. Thus, the implicit contract will 

obtain the first best allocation. It is important to observe that although 

different contracts have to be tailored for worKers with different a., the 
J 

firm does not have to Know the value of a. for a particular worKer. The 
J 

firm should offer a range of contracts with respect to a . , and 1e t the 
J 

worKers picK a particular contract. The contract wage, which is equal to the 

spot wage plus (minus, resp.) insurance coverage (premium, resp.), is shown in 

Figure 1, where a., which is in fact a step function of L, is approximated by 
J 

a continuous function in L. 
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INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

Three remarks are in order. First, severance payments are enough to 

achieve a first best in the present environment. This feature is a well-known 

fact in the impl icit contract literature. In a different environment 

investigated in the seminal work by Azariadis (1975), the lack of severance 

payments was responsible for a result of involuntary unemployment. The first 

best would be obtained in the Azariadis model, if severance payments were 

introduced in the model. 5 

Second, observe that the size of severance payments has to depend on the 

net alternative wage a .• 
J 

A uniform size of severance payments would not 

achieve the first best. However, the optimal size of severance payment will 

be revealed by workers if they have a chance to choose the size. Thus, it is 

important that the size of severance payments and its fair premium should be 

determined through workers' decisions. 

Third, in the good state of nature, two workers with the same 

productivity within the firm may be paid differently. A worker who commands a 

higher alternative wage should be paid more even if his alternative 

opportunities are currently (s = G) lower than the productivity of this firm. 

The reason is that one with a higher alternative wage will be voluntarily laid 

off .in the bad state of nature with smaller severance payments. 

4. Ex Ante First Best Contracts in the case of Stochastic Alternative Wages 

4.1 Alternative wage is observable 

The best alternative wage for a worker is not known to the worker without 

a search activity. Workers may know the probabil ity distribution of 

alternative wage before the search. An exact alternative wage in a particular 

period depend on openings in alternative jobs in that period and alternative 
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employer~s uncertain evaluation on the worker. Suppose now that the alterna-

tive wage has a stochast i c term E .• 
J 

In order to obtain an exact quote of 

alternative opportunities, a worker has to engage in search activities which 

cost the monetary value of z. Let us assume, for the sake of simpl icity, a 

uniform distribution of f. with range of [-v, vl, for all j. If the reali
J 

zation of f. is observed by both the firm and workers, then optimal contracts 
J 

are just 1 ike in the deterministic case explained in the preceding section 

with a twist in the workers~ quit-stay decision after f. 
J 

is revealed. 

When the exact real ization of E. is not known before the search, an 
J 

optimal allocation of workers has to be defined ex ante with respect to Ej • 

In the following, the argument is made to solve first the social optimum 

problem, and then describe the contract which supports the allocation. The 

logic is parallel to that in the preceding section. Let us recall the 

evolution of timing. Search decisions have to be made using information about 

the real ization of s, the value of a. and the distribution of E only. 
J 

Once 

the search done, the cost z is incurred and the real ization of f becomes 

known. Then the worker decides whether to move to the alternative job, or to 

come back to the firm. Let us solve the problem backwards: first, decide 

the optimal decision about moving, given the search; second, knowing expected 

gains from search with an optimal decision of mOVing, consider the problem of 

whether or not to search. Note that two kinds of insurance pol icies are 

needed in this economy to span the commodity space. The outcome of search 

activities as well as the state of nature, have to be insured. 

A worKer whose f. is found to be larger than m(s) - a. should go to the 
J J 

alternative firm. However, the gain from the search, a. + f. - m(s), may 
J J 

turn out to be less than the search cost, z. But, the search cost is already 

usunk H when a decision about whether to come bacK to the firm, m(s) ~ a. + f. , 
J J 
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or to go to the alternative job is made. Having the alternative of going back 

to the original firm, the gain from the search is defined as, 

g. = max[a. + •. , m(s)]- m(s). 
J J J 

In other words, the distribution of gj is a distribution of (a. + • . -m( s» 
J J 

truncated at zero, with a probabil ity mass at zero. Formally, with the cost 

of z, the search will yields the expected gain 

v 
= I [max(a. + •. , m(s» - m(s)] d.

J
. 

-v J J 

The fair insurance pol icy which guarantees the expected gain for the j-th 

worker can be devised. The insurance pol icy which binds the worker to receive 

- g.] from the insurance company will equal ize the benefit from search 
J 

across the real ization of '., with zero expected profit to the insuring firm. 
J 

It is important note that this insurance needs information on f .• 
J 

As a. 
J 

increases, we find a threshold, a~(s), in that if a. ~ 
J J 

* a. (s) then search is 
J 

* . not conducted, and if a j > aj(s) then search IS made. Recall that having 

carried out search does not necessarily mean that the worker leaves the firm. 

The threshold a~(s) in this case is less than the threshold in the case. = 0 
J 

since a low realization of. is not relevant to the resource allocation 

because of the come-back option. That is, some workers who would not search in 

the deterministic world (i .e., .=0, as in section 3, other things being equal) 

are now engaged in the search activity. The random alternative wage with the 

come-back option and fair search insurance increases search activity. 

Having this search insurance, workers will search when Eg j > z, and 

receive the deterministic income, at the state of nature s, 

y.(s) = m(s) + max(O, Eg. - Z). 
J J 

(4.1) 
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Now consider the insurance pol icy for the state of nature s ina 

manner parallel to the preceding section: c. is paid to the worker if s=B, 
J 

and C/l-p)/p is paid to the firm if s=G, where the size of cj is chosen by 

the workerJ s ex ante expected util ity maximization. Having both the state-of-

nature and the search insurance pol iCies, the worker is guaranteed to receive 

PY.(G) + (l-p)y.(B), 
J J 

(4.2) 

where w.(s) is defined in (4.1), This is the level of income achieved for any 
J 

real izations of sand f. with optimal contingent contracts as the complete 
J 

markets solution. 

The impl icit contract solution is calculated in a manner similar to the 

preced i ng sec t i on add i ng the terms r;;1 ti,e search i nsur"ance. Maximizing the 

expected profit given the expected util ity at a specified level will give the 

first order conditions which yield the equal itiy of net income across the 

states of nature s and real ization of search f for each type j. With an 

assumption of zero expected profit, the level of worKer'S net income is 

calculated as the sum of expected value of productivities over the state of 

nature and the expected value of search given the efficient decision of 

search. Let us discuss how to support the Arrow-Debreu solution by contracts. 

The contract specifies y~ calculated in (4.2) as the wage for the good state 
J 

of nature. In the bad state of nature, the wage contingent upon a., s, and 
J 

f" can be written so that the Arrow-Debreu allocations can be mimicKed. 
J 

Unsuccessful search, in terms of 10l)J real izations of f., is insured, but we 
J 

can guarantee that those who are supposed to search are actually searching by 

specifYing nat wages without search will become ver'Y low. Moral hazard does 

not come up as a problem, either in the Arr~~-Debreu world or in the contract 

model, as long as all information is available. 
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4.2 Alternative wage is not observed 

It is not real istic to assume that the realization of the actual wag. 

offer is observed or verified by the firm in which the employee is currently 

working. Since the lower offer is compensated by the high severance payments, 

there is an obvious moral hazard problem. Suppose now that, given the state 

of nature, severance payments are contingent only on whether workers quit or 

stay. If E. is found to be relatively low, then the workers will stay in the 
J 

firm, and the firm can infer from worker's behavior that E. is relativelY low. 
J 

Therefore, the firm wants to compensate for the unsuccessful search. However, 

if a worker leaves the firm, there is no way of finding out the exact 

real ization of E .• Therefore, search insurance contingent on workers quitting 
J 

(q=l) or staying <q=O) will be only partial in the sense that only the bad 

portion of the E. probabil ity distribution is insurable. 
J 

The general problem 

of contract solution is described in Figure 2. We solve this problem first by 

taking the spot market allocation with fair insurance and then show how to 

support the allocation by contracts. The optimal contract is supporting the 

asymmetric information Pareto optimal, but it is worse than the first best 

solution shown in the preceding subsection. 

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

Suppose that as the spot market solution, a worker staying in the firm is 

pard m(s), and if the worker leaves the firm then net income in the spot 

market is a.+ f.- z. Now consider the following fair insurance pol icies with 
J J 

respect to states of nature and search results. First, if the worKer does not 

search in either state of nature s, then c is paid to the worker if s=B, and 

c(l-p)/p is collected from the worker if s=G. Second, for workers who do not 

search when s=G but do search when s=B, the following pol icy is offered. The 

worker pays to the firm c. (G) when s=G; 
J 
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the firm pays to the worker c . (q) 
J 



when s=B and the worker searches and quits; and the firm pays to the worker 

c.(r) when s=B and the worker searches but returns to the firm. The former 
J 

is most naturally regarded as severance payments, while the latter may be 

interpreted as a subsidy to stay after the on-the-job search, both being 

posted before worker~s search. One might question the existence of 

corresponding institution of the returning (staying) subsidy, especially as 

coexisting with the severance payments. First, this may not have to be 

expl icit in the labor contract. As will be shown shortly, contract wage is a 

sum of the spot wage, i.e., m(s), and the subsidy, c(r). Thus the returning 

subsidy is such a portion of the contract wage that is above the marginal 

products. Second, we can implement a mechanism such that if the state of 

nature is bad, then min[c(r), c(q)] is paid as an insurance policy with 

respect to the state of nature. Then an additional subsidy, Ic(r)-c(q)i, is 

paid to a returning (quitting, resp.) worker, if c(r) is larger (smaller, 

resp.) than c(q). 

After the worker carries out a search for alternative wages, the worker 

faces a decision whether to quit the firm and take c(q) or to stay in the firm 

and take c< r) , in add it i on to the correspond i ng wage. The condition whether 

or not to come back depends on the net income of the two option. Given that 

search is done (z being sunk) and given that the insurance pol icy (c.(q) and 
J 

Cj(~» is provided for the search, worKers behavior with respect to quit-stay 

decision is summarized as follows: 

Since this decision depends on the real ization of Ej' we may calculate the 

probabil ity of staying and quitting. Recall that E. is ~ uniform distribution 
J 

with v and -vas upper and lower bounds. Let us denote the probabil ity of 
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staying by r: We consider a non-trivial case, i.e., the worKer who for some E. 
J 

quits and for some E stays: -v :IE m( s) + C. (r) - c. (q) - a. :IE v. 
J J J 

m+c(r)-a-cCq) 
r = prob(q=O) = J (1I2v)dE. = 

J -v 
[v+m(s)+~ Cr)-a -~ (q)]/2v 

J J J 
(4.3) 

v 
l-r = prob(q=1> = J (1I2v)dE. = [v+a +c. Cq)-m(s)-c. Cr)]/2v. C4.4) 

m+c(r)-a-cCq) J J J J 

Let us consider a type of worKer will stay without search in the good state of 

na ture, mC G) - c .CG) ) a. + v, but will search in the bad state of nature. 
J J 

The assumption of zero expected profit can be written as 

cj(G) = {rCl-p)/p)cj(r) + {Cl-r)C1-p)/p)c j Cq). C4.5) 

The expected util ity from search is now defined by 

v 
EuC.1 z)O) = ruCmCB)+c. Cr)-z) + J C1I2v)u(a +c. Cq)+E. -Z)dE • C4.6) 

J mCG)+cCr)-cCq)-a J J J J 

Since Eu(.1 z)O) is an increasing function of z, we in general have a 

threshold in aj , that is, if a
j 

is such that Eu(.1 z)O) ) u(pmCG)+(1-p)m(B», 

then the worKer searches for alternative opportunities. Now denote the 

* * threshold by a.: a. = {a.1 u(pm(G)+(1-p)mCB» = Eu(.1 z)O»), 
J J J 

For the * worker with a. ) a., 
J J 

the ex ante (before s is Known) 

util ity, given the optimal decision about search and come bacK, is 

HI = pu(mCG)-c.(G» - (1-p)Eu(.1 z)O) 
J 

expected 

(4.7) 

where EuC.1 z)O) is defined in (4.6). In order to find an optimal fair 

insurance pol icy, defined by (c .(G), 
J 

c . (q) , 
J 

c .(r», 
J 

taKe the first order 

conditions of (4.7) with respect to c .Cq) and c .(r), with Eu(.1 z)O) and c.(G) 
J J J 

being substituted from (4.5) and with rand Cl-r) be.ing substituted from 

(4.3) and (4.4). Note that Br/Bc(q) = -1/2v, and Br/Bcer) = 1/2v. 
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Omitting subscript j without fear of confusion, and defining 

y(G) = m(G)-c(G), y(q) = a + E + c(q) - z, and y(r) = m(B) + c(r) -z, 

the first order conditions are 

a~ 
o = ---- = (1-p)[-ru~(y(G»-c(r)u~(y(G»/2v+c(q)u~(y(G»/2v-u(y(r »/2v 

ac(r) 

+u(y(r»/2v+ru~(y(r»l 

a~ 
o = ---- = (1-p)[-(1-r)u~(y(G»+c(r)u~(y(G»/2v-c(q)u~(y(G»/2v 

ac(q) 

v 
+u(y(r»/2v+ I {1/2v)u~(y(r»dE -u(y(r»/2vl. 

m(B)+c(r)-c(q)-a 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Cancell ing out and rearranging terms, (4.8) and (4.9) imply the following: 

u~(y(r» - u~(y(G» + u~(y(G»{c(q)-c(r)}/2rv = 0 

v 
u~(y(G» = ru~(y(r» + I {1/2v}u~(y(q» dE. 

m(B)+c(r)-c(q)-a 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Before characteristics of optimal insurance pol icies are described, let 

us confirm that contract solution would produce the same allocation, in a 

manner parallel to one in section 3. In order to observe this, consider the 

profit maximization problem subject to the expected util ity constraint for the 

type j worker whose 

nature. (Subscript 

a. is high enough to prompt search in the bad state of 
J 

j is still omitted when it is obvious.) The contract 

consists of the wage in the good state of nature, the wage in the bad state of 

nature provided that the worker search and return, and the severance payment 

provided that the worker search and leave, denoted respectively by w(G), w(R), 

and c(Q). 
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v 
Max EU = p{m(G)-w(G)}+(1-p)r{m(B)-w(R)}+(1-p) J (-c(Q)/2v)dE. 

{w(G),w(R),c(Q)} w(R)-a.-c(Q) J 
J 

v 
+~{pu(w(G»+(1-p)ru(w(R)-z)+(1-p) J [u(a+E+c(Q)-z)/2vldE - U}. (4.12) 

w(R)-a-c(Q) 

It is easy to verify that solutions to the optimal contract problem, 

(4.12) is equivalent to solutions to optimal (partial) insurance problem. 

First order conditions to the contract problem yield the first order 

conditions which are summarized by (4.10) and (4.11) with w(G), w(B), and c(Q) 

substituting y(G), y(r)-z, and c(q), respectively. 

Eq. (4.10) shows that the net income for the good state of nature (when 

the worker stays without search) and the net income for the returning worKer 

after an unsuccessful search in the bad state of nature are not equal ized, 

unless c(q)=c(r). Eq. (4.11) shows that the marginal util ity in the good 

state of nature equals expected marginal util ity of bad state of nature. This 

is a typical result for incomplete insurance. From these equations, we can 

show the following interesting propositions. 

Theorem 4.1 

The insurance coverage for the returning worKer is larger than the insurance 

coverage (severance payments) of quitting workers. • 
Proof: Note that the optimal stay-quit decision after E is Known impl ies that 

util ity of returning is less than util ity of quitting for the real ization of 

E.. It impl ies u(y(r» < u(y(q» for any E > m(B)+c(r)-c(q)-a. 
J 

Therefore, 

taking the marginal util ity, u/(y(r» > u/(y(q» for any E > m(B)+c(r)-c(r)-a. 

From (4.11), this impl ies that the value of left hand side of (4.11) should be 

less than the upper bound of u/ in the right hand side, i.e., u/(y(r». Thus, 

u"'(y(G» < u'(y(r». This inequal i ty impl ies, in (4.10), c(r) > c(q). Q.E.D •• 
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In the contract version, proposition 4.1 is proven as c(Q) < w(R)-m(B), 

that is the severance payment is less than the subsidization in terms of 

payment in excess of their marginal products to the returning workers. This 

is intuitively straightforward, since workers who are leaving after search are 

typically (but not always) better than workers coming back, thus compensated 

I i gh t I y • Since is not observable, it is a matter of course that incomes 

for those who quit the firm are not equal ized. 

Theorem 4.2 

Net income for the returned worker in the bad state of nature is less than net 

income for the good state of nature. • 
Proof: In the proof of proposition 4.1, we have uJ(y(G» < uJ(y(r». Thus, 

by the concavity of util ity function, u(y(G» > u(y(r». Q.E.D. • 

Therefore, net income is not equal ized across the state of nature s, for 

the worker working at the same firm although the state of nature is assumed to 

be observable and working at the firm is certainly observable. The 

nonequal ization is a spillover from the nonobservabil ity of E
j

• Returning 

after the search plays the role of an incomplete signal about the 

nonobservable real ization of E. In order to stabilize partially (i.e., the 

equa.lization in marginal utilities depicted in (4.11» with respect to E, 

payments are distorted from the complete stabil ization. Proposition 4.2 does 

not mean that the worker is ex ante (in E) better off in the good state of 

nature than in the bad state of nature. We have to compare the expected 

util tty in the bad state of nature, rather than the util ity of the returned 

worker, with the util ity in the good state of nature. In order to answer this 

question, we need an additional assumption on the util ity function. 
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Theorem 4.3 

Suppose that the util ity function has the property of decreasing absolute risk 

aversion. Given the optimal insurance pol icy (contract), the worker is better 

off, in terms of expected util ity with respect to E. 
J 

in the bad state of 

nature than in the good state of nature. • 
This theorem makes a comparison between util ity of the good state of 

nature, after s=G is revealed, and the expected util ity of the bad state of 

nature, that is, the stage ex post in s but ex ante in E. The comparison 

is understood to be made between two branches after the first branching in 

Figure 2. In order to prove the above theorem, we need to recall the 

following lemma proved by Imai, Geanakoplos and Ito (1981). 

Lemma 4.4 [Imai, Geanakoplos and Ito (1981)] 

Suppose that the expected marginal util ity over uncertain income is equal ized 
N _ 

to a marginal util ity of deterministic income: Eu'(x)=u'(x). Then for any 

distribution of x, 

Eu(x) { 2 
< } 

respectively. 

u(x), iff the degree of absolute risk aversion is 

• 
The lemma impl ies that, given the marginal util ity equal ization, the 

uti) ity of the sure state is less (more, resp.) than the expected util ity over 

stochastic states, if and only if the util ity function has the property of 

decreasing (increasing, resp.) absolute risk aversion, where absolute risk 

aversion is defined in the sense of Arrow (1965) and Pratt (1964). 

Proof of Theorem 4.3 Apply Lemma 4.4 to (4.11), by regarding 
N N 

X as y(G); Eu'(x) as the right hand side of (4.11), and ~u(x) as Eu(.1 z)O) in 

(4.6) to find the theorem to hold. • 
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The above-mentioned theorems describe characteristics of incomplete 

insurance (contract with asymmetric information) in the sense that upper-end 

real izations of E are not insured. 

coverage in the bad state of nature: 

The search is encouraged by insurance 

if the worker quits the firm after the 

-searc-h, then c (Q) is pa i d; and if the worker re turns after the search, then 

w(R)=c(r)+m(B) is paid. In case of quits, it shows that E is relatively good, 

and in case of returns, it shows that E is relatively bad. The optimal amount 

of c(r) is shown to be larger than c(q), because this is a partial 

compensation for the unsuccessful (low E) search. The optimal amount of c(r) 

is not quite as high as the returned worker hopes for in the sense that net 

income for the returned is lower than net income in the case of the good state 

of nature. However, the expected util ity of the worker in the bad state of 

nature but before the search (ex post-ex ante in the decision tree) 12 higher 

than the util ity of the same worker in the good state of nature, if the 

util ity function has the property of decreasing absolute risk aversion. This 

impl ies a paradoxical case that the worker ex ante hopes to have a bad state 

of nature under the optimal wage insurance (contract). 

5. Moral Hazard and Second Best Contracts 

In the subsection 4.2, the optimal contract was written in the case where 

although E is not observable, the possibil ity of staying in the firm after the 

search provides partial insurance for the unsuccessful search. In this 

section, we will examine whether the optimal contract of section 4.2 is 

incentive compatible with respect to search when search activies <whether z 

was incurred or not) cannot be monitored. If the firm cannot verify whether 

search activities have really taken place, the worker has an option (a new 

branch in the decision tree in Figure 2) of claiming to the firm that he has 

searched but E turned out to be very low, although the worker actuallY has not 
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engaged in search activity. Then the worker claims c .(r), or w(R) in the 
J 

contract version, without incurring the search cost z. 

Definition 5.1 [Phantom Search] 

The worker is said to conduct phantom search if he claims to have searched and 

comes back to collect c.(r), while he actually does not conduct search •• 
J 

Definition 5.2 [Incentive Compatibil ity Constraint on Phantom Search] 

The insurance pol icy for costly search is said to satisfy the incentive 

compatibil ity constraint if the util ity from phantom search is lower than the 

expected util ity from actual search: 

u(m(B)+c(r» ~ Eu(.1 z)O), (5.1) 

where the right hand side of the inequality is defined by equation (4.6). • 

Now we can verify whether the optimal contracts of section 4.2 are 

incentive compatible. In other words, we check whether the incentive 

compatibil ity constraint would be binding in the optimal contracts subject to 

that constraint. Note that the size of c .(c) and c .(r) depends on the mean 
J J 

productivity of the worker, a .. 
J 

The following proposition shows that the 

incentive compatibil ity constraint is violated for the workers with a. 
J 

Theorem 5.1 

* = a .. 
J 

Suppose that the util ity function has the property of decreasing absolute risk 

aversion. For the worKer with a. = a~, the first best optimum with incomplete 
J J 

information does not satisfy the incentive constraint on phantom search. • 

Proof: 

By the definition of the threshold level of alternative wage, for a worker with 

* a.=a. we have 
J J 

u(m(B)+c) = Eu(.1 z)O) (5.2) 
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where the left hand side of (S.2) is util ity from the contract with no search 

and 

m(B)+c = m(G)-{(l-p)/p)c. (S.3) 

By Proposition 4.3, the right hand side of (S.2) is larger than the util ity in 

the good state of nature which does not involve search: 

u(m(B)+c) = Eu(.1 z)O) ) u(m(G)-c.(G» 
J 

where, by (4.5), 

c.(G) = ((l-p)/p){rc.(r)+(l-r)c.(q». 
J J J 

Therefore, substituting (5.3) and (5.4) into (5.2/), we find 

m(G)-{(1-p)/p)c ) m(G)-{(1-p)/pHrc .(r)+(1-r)c .(q)). 
J J 

That is, 

c = rc.(r)+(1-r)c.(q), 0 < r < 1. 
J J 

Recall the result of Proposition 4.1, i.e. , c.(r) ) c.(q). 
J J 

Thus, 

c.(r) ) c ) c.(q). 
J J 

Taking the first inequal ity of (S.6), we find 

u(m(B)+c .(r» > u(m(B)+c). 
J 

(5.4) 

(S.S) 

(S.6) 

(5.7) 

Combining (S.2) and (S.7), phantom search produces a util ity level higher than 

the expected util ity for the search option, thus violating the incentive 

compatibil ity constraint. 

By the continuity of the utility function, 

to * a. would 
J 

find the incentive compatibil ity 

• 
workers with a. close enough 

J 

constraint to be binding. 

Insurance coverage c(r) and c(q) in the second best optimum should be modified 

to discourage search activity. 

Now let us consider how the incentive compatibil ity constraint would 

alter the resource allocation discussed in the preceding section. It is easy 
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to understand that c(r) has to be relativelY decreased to preclude the 

incentive to take advantage of phantom search. A question is how c(q) or 

c(6), or both increases and what is the relevant first order condition, as the 

incentive compartibil ity constraint becomes binding. 

The optimal fair insurance pol icy with the incentive compatibil ity 

constraint is calculated by maximizing the expected util ity, equation (4.7), 

with respect to cj(q) and cj(r), where c.(6) is substituted out using (4.5), 
J 

wi th the i nequal i ty constrai nt, equat i on (5.1). Denoting by ~ the Kuhn-

Tucker multipl ier for equation (5.1), the first order conditions are 

summarized in the following condition. 

v 
u J (y(6» = ruJ(m(B)+c(r)-z) + J (1/2v)u J (a+E+c(r)-z) 

m(B)+c(r)-c(q)-a 

v 
+ ~ [-uJ(mCB)+c(r» + ruJ(mCB)+c(r)-z) + J (1/2v)u J (a+E+c(r)-z)]. 

mCB)+c(r)-c(q)-a 
(5.8) 

Suppose that the constraint is strictly binding, i.e., (5.1> is holding with 

equal ity and ~ ) O. First, let us verify using Lemma 4.5 that if the absolute 

risk aversion is decreasing, then equal ity of (5.1> impl ies that [.] in 

equation (5.8) is positive. Suppose the case of decreasing risk aversion in 

Lemma 4.4. Since (5.1> is holding with equal ity, this corresponds to the case 

-in" Lemma 4.4 that the certainty income x is larger than the level which 
N -equalizes the marginal utility. Regarding x as mCB)+c(r), and EuCx) as 

Eu(.) of (4.6), we know 

N 

Eu(x) = u(x) ) u(x), (5.9) 
N 

where EuJ(x) = uJCx), due to Lemma 4.4. Thus, 

N 

< u'(x) = Eu'(x). 
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This impl ies [.l > 0, in equation (5.8). Therefore, the left hand side of 

(5.8) is larger than just the expected marginal utility of the bad state of 

nature, i.e., the first two terms of the right hand side. 

v 
u~(y(G» > ru~(m(B)+c(r)-z) + J (1/2v)u~(a+E+c(q)-z). (5.10) 

m(B)+c(r)-c(q)-a 

Comparing (5.10) with (4.11), we can characterize the contract with the 

binding incentive compatibil ity constraint in contrast to the one without the 

binding constraint. The incentive compatible constraint will distort the 

equal ization of (expected) marginal util ities in such a way that the net 

income in the good state of nature is decreased. This could be understood 

intuitively as follows. The incentive compatibil ity constraint, when binding, 

calls for a returning subsidy which is not so high as to encourage phantom 

search. Hence, the spread between the severance payment and the returning 

subsidy should be narrower than that in the second best insurance (contract). 

In order to compensate for the distortion created by the incentive constraint 

in the branch of the bad state of nature, a larger premium should be paid in 

the good state of nature. 

6. Concluding RemarKs 

We have shown how contracts have to be modified when information about 

alt~rnative opportunities and search activity is restricted to the firm. Since 

the severance payment cannot be contingent on the outcome of the search 

activities, the complete insurance (equal ization of net income across the 

states of nature) is not possible. The second best insurance has the property 

that the expected marginal util ity is equal ized across the state of nature. In 

the case of costly search with incomplete information. on search activity 

produces an interesting modification in optimal contracts. The incentive 
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constraint to prevent phantom search is binding, when the worker's util ity has 

a property of increasing absolute risk aversion. 

Let us mention topics of further research in impl icit contract theory 

with asymmetric information regarding the worker's alternative opportunities. 

This paper shows the difficulties in insuring workers search activity in a 

model with simpl ifying assumptions in various aspects: a 1 inear production 

function, a trivial search technology, and a univariate util ity function. The 

extension toward more general cases are left on future agenda. First, taking 

leisure as a separate component in the utility function, alternatives includes 

being laid-off but not working in another company. 

in this paper can be regarded as an on-off switch. 

Second, search technology 

More real istic modell ing 

of search activity would call for a continuous choice variable for search 

intensity. With a continuously variable search intensity, the moral hazard 

problem, which appears as a phantom search in this paper, will take more 

plausible form. Last, a pol icy impl ication of the incentive compatibil ity 

constraint can be investigated. If search activities of workers are better 

monitored by the government rather than the firms, then unemployment 

compensations by the government instead of severance payments by the firm 

would prevent phantom search. 
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1. A few 

asymmetric 

Kahn (1982). 

unpubl ished 

information. 

FOOTNOTES 

papers have attempted to investigate this type of 

See Brown (1983), Geanakoplos and Ito (1982), and 

2. A more real istic concave production function is considered in Geanakoplos 

and Ito (1982) which emphasizes involuntary unemployment among homogeneous 

workers unl ike this paper. Since workers/ behavior is the focus of this 

paper, the technology of production and firm/s behavior is simp1 ified as much 

as possible. 

3. The problem of enforcement is an interesting and important question in 

impl icit contract theory. If the firm is bound to honor the contract, but not 

workers, then a two-period model a 1a Holmstrom (1983) can be appl ied to 

implement an enforcement mechanism with characteristics of this paper. 

4. See Akerlof and Miyazaki (1980) and Harris and Holmstrom (1981) for 

earl ier remarks on this point. In the latter paper, the util ity is maximized 

subject to the constant expected profit. This is equivalent to assuming that 

spot market wages and fair insurance pol icies are available to consumers. 

5. See AKerlof and Miyazaki (1979), Sargent (1979; chapter 8), GeanaKoplos 

and Ito (1982), and Ito (1982) for pointing out and demonstrating a features 

of contract with severance payments in the Azariadis-type model. 

FOOTNOTES 
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